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Advanced Threat Protection
Enhanced threat protection for corporate email
IT Criminals are exploiting your company’s email to steal credentials, access data and compromise
your endpoints with ransomware. Phishing and malware techniques have evolved too quickly
for traditional cybersecurity solutions to identify and stop current malicious emails.
Centium Advanced Threat Protection provides an array of systems to protect your company’s IT
environment, thwarting the very latest polymorphic malware, weaponized documents, and
credential phishing techniques.

Key Benefits
STOP EMAIL THREATS
“PRE-INBOX”

Gain clear visibility into all email communications. Extract threat intelligence,
quickly mitigate the attack surface, and reduce your overall security risk.

DETECT ADVANCED &
UNKNOWN THREATS

Inspect the entire attack chain using static and dynamic techniques. Examine
behaviour, code, and composition to neutralise harmful URLs, attachments
and phishing emails.

24/7 MANAGED SERVICE
& THREAT PROTECTION

Constantly updated advanced threat protection from CSIS Threat Intelligence,
the most accurate source of threat intelligence on the market. Optional
24/7/365 client security operations centre.

FAST DEPLOYMENT &
UNIVERSAL PROTECTION

Protect users on any network, on any device, anywhere - and in days rather
than weeks or months. Easily configured as an add-on module to the Centium
email security platform, which deploys as a cloud service.

RAPID DRILL DOWN
INTO THREAT INSIGHTS

Web-based dashboard helps administrators prioritise alerts and take action.
Email logging and associated data displayed in real time. Alarms and
notifications of threat levels and operational status via SMS or email.
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Web administration interface for Centium email security
Web administration interface for Centium email security

Key Features
PHISH SECURE

Coupled with comprehensive threat intelligence, our multi-layered intelligent analysis
of emails detects and neutralises the vast majority of phishing emails, CEO fraud,
credential phishing, typo squatting, malicious scripts and new exploits

ATTACHMENT SECURE

We use an array of advanced threat detection mechanisms, coupled with
comprehensive threat intelligence to analyse every attachment. We can hold the email
until a final verdict has been reached. Clean emails arrive in the inbox while threats are
quarantined.

URL SECURE

Our systems compile detection lists from more than 100,000 malicious URLs each day.
Additionally, our proactive threat intelligence gathers information on upcoming
harmful URLs. Emails containing malicious URLs are immediately quarantined.

About CSIS Security Group A/S
Founded in Copenhagen in 2003, CSIS Security Group is a leading independent provider of cyber security services in Europe. Credited by Gartner
Group for its threat intelligence capabilities, the company mitigates customers’ security risk with a range of preventive security products and
services, as well as with incident response and managed security services. CSIS is the preferred cyber security provider to some of the world’s largest
enterprise organisations, and is a trusted advisor to law enforcement agencies, government and financial sector.
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